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Abstract— Deep-Fake Technique is a new scientific method that
uses Artificial-Intelligince to make fake videos with an affect of
facial expressions and coordinated movement of lips. This
technology is frequently employed in a variety of contexts with
various goals. Deep-Fake technology is being used to generate an
extremely realistic fake video that can be widely distributed to
promote false information or fake news about any celebrity or
leader that was not created by them. Because of the widespread
use of social media, these fraudulent videos can garner billions of
views in under an hour and have a significant impact on our
culture. Deep-Fakes are a threat to our celebrities, democracy,
religious views, and commerce, according to the findings, but
they can be managed through rules and regulations, strong
company policy, and general internet user awareness and
education. We need to devise a process for examining such video
and distinguishing between actual and fraudulent footage.

manner and helps them in very different approaches using
artificial intelligence. According to the study done by
sensity.ai published shows that the content of Deep_fake
media is just double every six months as shown in figure 1 till
2020[5].
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Two terms sum up deep fake video technology. 'Deep'
means 'deep' and 'false' means 'not genuine.' To put it another
way, the film was created by analyzing a relatively similar
type of video of a person utilizing deep learning technology
for self-leaning. [1, 2]. I was able to produce my own fictional
footage of that people after examining these data sets. It is
often used by ordinary people to replace their visage with that
of a movie star or clip[3]. In conjunction with deep learning
Artificial intelligence and machine learning, a growing
proportion of Smartphone with high-quality camcorders and
easy access to an enormous number of mobile apps for
generating and sharing movies and digital photos has
promoted a new phenomena of faking videos known as
Deep_fake [4]. We discovered in a study that the graph of
photo-shoped faked and morphed video climbs dramatically in
various social sites such as in digital marking, political
marketing, etc which helps the society in a very positive
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Figure 1: Frequency of deep-fake videos (online)

Another report produced by the World Economic Forum [6.]
on the publication of research papers on Deep fake as shown
below in figure-2.

Figure 2 Rate of research publication on Deep-fake videos
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This report by the World Economic Forum [6.] on the
publication of research papers on Deep_fake, demonstrates
that it's a very hot topic not only in the internet world but also
in the research world. These studies demonstrate how quickly
technology is being adopted by society in numerous industries.
II.

GENERATION OF DEEP_FAKE MATTERS

There are numerous programmes that can be used to create a
Deep fake visual incident without requiring much of domain
knowledge. As a result, Deep fake poses a significant threat to
applications like Face App and Deep Face Lab. Deep neural
networks are used to build Deep fake in these types of
applications. Deep fake video can be made in two ways. The
first step is to overlay the altered audio on top of the video.
The second method is to superimpose a benign image on top
of a legitimate image[3][7]. To make a deep_fake, followings
are mere few steps to follow.
A. Feature Extraction of Video Frame
Deep fake, as mostly known, is predicated and based on
Artificial Intelligent governed approach the deep learning
technique and it requires a vast quantity of data known
as training data-set. We needed a lot of pictures of the person
to make the Deep fake film. All of the frames that face are
extracted and aligned. The neural network is used to do the
alignment, which is a highly crucial and critical phase. Face
swapping is done with an implied constraint of having
all faces exactly the same size & dimensions. At the end of the
training the machine would be able to convert the face of an
input person , say person-1 to face of an another targeted
person-2.
B. Training Data Set
The training process, referring to the mechanism that permits a
neural-network-system to transform one face into another,
incorporates machine learning (ML) technology to all these set
and done. It is a lengthy & cumbersome procedure that
might take from certain minutes to many hours to perform all
these transformation based on training data set and machine
learning algorithm.
C. Development of Deep Fake Matter
The final stage in creating Deep fake is to complete the
training. It starts with an image, audio or a video, then
removes all casings and adjusts all appearances. After that,
everyone is switched over to the prepared neurological system.
The final step is to solidify the modification over the face in to
the next casing once more. It appears to be really basic and
straightforward to apply. It is here that the majority of Deep
Fake applications fail. Auto encoders are utilised to generate a
Deep fake [2-3], as previously stated. The Deep fake matters
are created using generative networks and encoder decoder
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neural-networks, and often referred as Generative Adversarial
Networks [9-12].
The basic goal is to accomplish face transposition or
replacement. According to the video's purpose, one person's
visage is projected onto the face of another. Encoder and
decoder are the two components. the encoder-decoder (ED
Network) network that will aid in feature extraction by
encoding data from the input tier until the the total no. of
parameters/variables are reduced. The decoder network, as
shown in figure 5, eliminates variables to produce a new
output that is remarkably similar to the original[15]. The Deep
fake film was created by combining the aligned faces of two
individuals, namely, person- and person-2.
Then, using the data provided for face A, encoder EA
reconstructs A's face. Similarly to the face of Deep fake, we
share the weight of these two encoders EA and EB. However,
the decoder is separate. As soon as the optimization is
complete. Any image with the face of A can now be encoded
using this encoder, but must be decoded using decoder DB.
The principle of making deep-fake can be described as
follows: Upper-Top: the training portions with the shared
encoder in yellow; Lower-Bottom: the training parts with the
shared encoder in yellow, eg; the part where A's (Person-1)
images are decoded using B's(Person-2) decoder.

Figure 3: Three Tier Architecture of Deep-fake Creation Process.

D. Tools used in creation of Deep Fake Matter
There are so many tools available in the market that assists
people to create deep-fake matters without bothering much of
technical know-how.
Table 1.Tools used to create Deep_fake

1
2
3
4
5
6

Deep_fake Detection
Challenge
Deep_fake s Web

http://Deep.fake.detectionchallenge.ai

Deepware – Deep
Fake Detection tool
DF Blue

http://www.deep.ware.ai

dfaker

http://git.hub.com/dfaker/df

Face Crop Jet

http://face.cropjet.com

http://Deep.fake sweb.com

http://df.blue.com
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7

Face Ripper 9000

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Face Swap Live

http://git.hub.com/MotorCityCobra/face_ri
pper_9000
http://face.swaplive.com

Face Swap Online

http://faces.waponline.com

FaceCrop

http://www.luxand.com

FaceForensics

http://git.hub.com/ondyari/FaceForensics/

Faceit

http://git.hub.com/goberoi/faceit

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Faceswap

http://faceswap.dev.df

Faceswap

http://git.hub.com/dfaker/faceswap

Faceware Tech

http://www.face.waretech.com

Facial Animation
Examples
iClone

http://sites.google.com/view/facialanimation/home
http://iclone.reallusion.com

iSpeech

http://www.I.speech.org/voice-cloning

Lyrebird

http://lyrebird.ai.in

MRRMRR

http://mrrmrr.Me.

24
25

III.

NaturalFront

http://natural.front.com

Poser

http://www.poser.software.com.

Real-Time Voice
Cloning
Reflect

http://git.hub.com/CorentinJ/Real-TimeVoice-Cloning.
http://reflect.tech.cs

Resemble AI

http://www.resemble.face.ai.

CHALLENGES AND THREATS OF DEEP FAKE

There are numerous examples of Deep fake technology being
utilised to threaten civilization in various domains, including
political[16-17], socio-economic, and many more. Figure 5
shows that the majority of fake news is tied to politics, while
Figure 6 shows that the show clip is more made to avoid fake
news. As a result, we may conclude that Deep fake plays a
critical part in the development of fake news. The false news
information created with deep-fake technology[17] appears to
be more authentic and simpler to believe than the video's
content. India is a sensitive country.

development, behind the United States, the United Kingdom,
and South Korea (Figure 4).
According to a report published by the NCRB[19] in 2020,
communal riots are expected to surge by 96%, with fake news
playing a significant role. When false news is developed with
Deep fake technology, it appears more authentic. Fake news is
extremely hazardous to democracy. Another Indian reporter
or human-rights activist whose Deep_fake Obscene and full of
nudity clip nevertheless of a pornographic matter [20] video
becomes viral to put pressure on the journalist [21] is another
example. Apart from that, if any Deep fake of a political
leader goes viral just before the election. It has a significant
impact on the election results owing to misleading news and
determines the country's future.
IV.

STATISTICS OF DEEP FAKE USAGE

As the propagation of fake news has accelerated, this
technology is now being utilised to spread it. A study [22] was
conducted on the topic of fake news on an Indian platform.
According to the findings, fake news from, filthy-politicalrivalries, finance-Scam, criminality, educational, amusement,
skills training, healthcare, sport-&-recreation, global, history,
and celebrities accounts for about almost seventy one percent
(70.98%) of all fake news, with communalism accounting for
twenty two percent (22%) of all fake news (figure 3). Deep
fake video is currently being used by Indian political parties to
disseminate information quickly. Another example of
deep_fake video technique used is by many of India's major
political parties prevailing in the nation from time to time.

Figure 5 Subject Wise Fake News Stats

When we try to understand the type of media that was
utilised to spare phoney news. As seen in Figure 6, over half of
all fake news uses video as a medium, compared to
textual image, graphical-information, link & attachment
bearing text, and textual-images.
Figure 4 Distribution of detected Deep_fake s by targeted country [18]

According to a survey conducted by sensity.ai [18], India
ranks fourth in the world in terms of deep-fake Content
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The usage of Deep fake technology is playing a very major
part in creating fake news of the next level that hardly
be authenticated since fake news commonly utilized footage to
spare inaccurate information.
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Deep fake technology is also employed in the advertising
business, in addition to fake news.

Figure 6 : Category - wise Fake News Stats

Cad-Bury's is the most recent example of digital marketing,
which uses deep-learning technology over one of a bollywood
star who has recently signed the advertisement contract with
the Cad-bury for company's product promotion.
V.

TRACINGOUT DEEP FAKE MATTER

Researchers have proposed numerous methods to detect Deep
fake [23,25, 26], including the use of PRNU ( abbriviated asphoto response non uniformity )alysis in the study of Deep
fake utilising senor pattern noise [27]. PRNU is a fingerprints
of digital photography that is left in the photos taken by the
cameras[28-30]. In picture forensics, the analysis is commonly
used[28-32]. Hasan and Salah[33] suggested a model for deep
fake detection in block-chain and smart contracts. However, it
is a restriction that video sources be traceable. The most
recent task of Deep_Fake Tracing on adversarial disruption
attempts to befool DNN-based detectors [35-36, 38] has
emerged as the invincible challenge which is not only hard to
detect but also challenging to trace-out.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Having examined and analyzed these data sets, it is found that
people themselves are able to produce their own fictional
footage/stories are of others as well. It is often used by
ordinary people to replace their visage with that of a movie
star or clip[3]. In conjunction with deep learning Artificial
intelligence and machine learning, a growing proportion of
iphones with high-quality camcorders and easy access to an
enormous popularity of Smartphone apps for generating and
sharing movies and digital photos has promoted a new
phenomena of faking videos known as Deep_fake [1, 4]. We
discovered in a study that the graph of photo-shopped faked
and morphed video climbs dramatically in various social sites.
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Detection by Optical Flow Based CNN[43], detection by
examining convolutional traces[44], and many others, but
these technologies have the drawback of being time
consuming and hard to utilise in comparison to the
development of Deep_fake video, which is readily available
online. We need to create a quick process that can be
implemented with little resources. This approach can be used
to detect Deep_fake s in their early stages. Apart from this
there are the other ways to Control deep-fakes-such as
Government’s Disciplinary Rules and regulation[45],
Rigid business policies with tight action plans, Sensitizing
Public against Deep_fake [46] contents through training &
awareness programs, Promoting the use, pros & cons of deepfake methodology to assist in the detection, authentication,
and prevention of deep-fakes content widespread around the
digital world.
In this study, we attempt to assess the hazards of Deep_fake to
society in many scenarios, as well as futuristic democracy. A
comparably fast & quicker methodology for detecting
Deep_fake and an online portal for detecting such Deep_fake
contents can be thout of as future work exploration using
factors such as cheek & forehead longitudinal distance inbetween, skin-tone & its appearance, eye-brows separation
factor, the appearance of facial hair, the appearance of a mole
on the face, the blinking of the eyes, the size of the lips, the
colour of the lips, and such many other factors involved
therein.
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